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Abstract

High speech rate is regarded as a reliable indicator of input difficulty, and it is associated 
with read speeches. Input speech rate, measured in terms of words/syllables per minute, 
is used as a criterion measuring difficulty when selecting material for the assessment 
of interpreters. However, speech rate is a multifaceted perception phenomenon that 
hinges on concurrent prosodic features, which are concomitant to the various modes 
of speech presentation, their orality and speakers’ emotional involvement. This obser-
vational, corpus-based study of English inputs at the European Parliament analyses 
whether fast inputs are related to perceptions of more difficulty, and slower speeches 
to perceptions of less difficulty. The holistic perceptions of 11 experts tentatively show 
that speech rate, per se, does not impinge on perceptions of difficulty. Rather, speech 
rate should be measured as a cluster of concurrent prosodic features. The data could 
contribute to the debate about the criteria used when selecting interpreting material 
for assessment and certification.
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1. Introduction

Difficulty in interpreting in general and simultaneous interpreting (SI) in 
particular has been closely associated with high input speech rate and other 
input-related language features (Gile 1995, 2009). Professional interpreters 
attribute interpreting difficulties to speeches delivered fast and written to be 
read (Cooper et al. 1982; AIIC 2002). The concept of input difficulty determines 
many training decisions, such as the selection of training and assessment mate-
rial for future interpreters, and input speech rate is essential to this concept. 
The criteria informing the selection of training and assessment material are 
based on solely perceptive categories with subjective characterisations of input 
speech rate, “fast, slow, moderate” and “easy, difficult, moderate”, which have 
not been thoroughly analysed. A potential contribution to studies on input 
difficulty may involve analysing speech rate not in isolation, but examining its 
synergies with other input features related to the non-verbal vocal dimension 
(Iglesias Fernández 2010). This would make it possible to confirm whether 
high input speech rate in interaction with other input features is a factor in 
perceptions of higher difficulty.

According to our first hypothesis, high input speech rate is not a reliable 
predictor of difficulty when exclusively measured in terms of words or syllables 
per minute. This leads us to propose a second hypothesis: if high speech rate 
is analysed as a cluster of prosodic and interpersonal input features, such as 
higher orality, more expressive delivery modes and higher speaker interper-
sonal involvement, high speech rate is likely to be offset, and source speeches 
would be perceived as slower and easier.

Although researchers have analysed the impact of speech rate on the inter-
preting process and/or product (Seleskovitch 1965; Lederer 1981; Gerver 2002; 
Liu & Chiu 2009), they have done so by isolating speech rate from other 
non-verbal features and ignoring its interaction with other input features like 
the ones mentioned above. Déjean Le Féal (1978) pioneered studies on the 
interplay between input features when she examined the perceptive impact of 
speech rate and read delivery modes. Her study found that read inputs were 
perceived as being faster and more difficult, even if their speech rate was not 
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higher than that of control inputs. Another constraint of studies on input 
speech rate is that, when this variable is analysed, poorly measured tempo 
characterisations are often employed and incorporated in the interpreting 
literature (Seleskovitch 1965, 1982; Lederer 1981; Gerver 2002). Perception-
based studies (Seleskovitch 1965; Lederer 1981) and quantitative experiments 
(Gerver 2002) have found that a range of between 95 and 120 words per 
minute would set a comfort threshold for interpreting. Corpus-based studies, 
however, show that at the European Parliament (EP) the average input speech 
rate can go beyond 160 words per minute (de Manuel Jerez 2006; Bendazzoli & 
Sandrelli 2005). Thus, it would be suitable to reconsider this supposed comfort 
threshold, linked to speech rates measured only in terms of words or sylla-
bles per minute. Establishing the factors which determine how input speech 
rate and, therefore, input difficulty are perceived is complex; furthermore, 
the interpersonal dimension should also be taken into account. This further 
complicates analysis, as perceptions vary according to individual differences 
(Lamberger-Felber 2001; Iglesias Fernández 2010), such as greater expo-
sure to fast source speeches and management of strategies to offset difficulty, 
thus leading to high intersubject variability in difficulty judgements (Iglesias 
Fernández 2010). Another of our objections to analyses of input speech rate in 
interpreting is the lack of a multidisciplinary approach, as phonetics has been 
ignored (Abercrombie 1967; Laver 1994) and, besides, no phonetical software, 
for instance PRAAT, has been employed to measure and quantify this feature 
(Boersma & Weenink 2001).

Nevertheless, rigorously studying input speech rate as a key factor in 
perception of interpreting difficulty is needed to ensure higher standards in 
training, assessment and professional certification of interpreters. It would 
also contribute to a better understanding of the nature of difficulties and the 
impact on interpreting quality assessment.

It should be noted that transcription and acoustic analysis of oral language, 
including interpreting, and its prosodic features is extremely complex and 
subject to many constraints. In fact, corpus-based SI observation, though quite 
established, lags behind translation corpora (Shlesinger 1989; Pöchhacker 
1994a; Kalina 1998; Setton 1999; ECIS 2004; EPIC-Bendazzoli & Sandrelli 
2005) because of the nuances of oral language and the difficulty in measuring 
segmental and suprasegmental prosodic features. Thus, it seems reasonable 
that before engaging in the complex task of electronically recording input 
speech rate in corpora, we first observe its behaviour in connection with other 
concomitant input features to obtain a more accurate representation of input 
speech rate and, consequently, of interpreting difficulty.
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Creating corpora of inputs interpreted in real situations increases ecological 
validity and, in turn, reinforces the external validity or degree of certainty of 
generalisations derived from speech rate analysis in relation to perceived dif-
ficulty. Nevertheless, such generalisations could be jeopardised if the analysis 
does not incorporate the interaction between input features linked to source 
speech rate, like the prosodic dimension, orality and the interpersonal dimen-
sion, as well as the resulting by-products.

To that end, we undertook one of the previous steps needed to refine the 
notion of input difficulty derived from speech rate: observing the interaction 
between input speech rate and other concomitant prosodic and interpersonal 
features, and collecting perceptions of speech rate and difficulty from a group 
of experts.

2. A few considerations on high speech rate in SI and its relation to 
perceptions of input difficulty

High input speech rate has traditionally been regarded as an indicator of SI 
difficulty and an interpreting challenge (Seleskovitch 1965; Gerver 2002; Kade 
& Cartellieri 1971; Lederer 1981; Déjean Le Féal 1982; Alexieva 1999; Gile 
1995, 2009; Ĉeňková 1998, Liu & Chiu 2009). It is widely assumed that high 
speech rate can involve higher information density (faster inputs comprise 
more utterances), which could lead to a decrease in faithfulness, as pointed 
out by many professional interpreters (AIIC 2002). Still, no direct relation 
between higher speech rates and higher density can be established. In fact, 
higher speech rates do not necessarily involve higher interpreting difficulty. 
Speakers may speak fast but say little (little new information). Such is the case 
in highly redundant and repetitive inputs, containing little information and few 
new concepts, with easily accessible context and inferences, etc. Conversely, 
a speaker may speak slowly but convey much information (high information 
content, high density in terms of utterances and new concepts, opaque infer-
ences, little access to the context, etc.). Shlesinger (2003) already proved that 
there is no correspondence between speech rate and faithfulness in a study in 
which low speech rates did not correlate with lower difficulty or more effective 
communication.

3. Input features interacting with speech rate and influencing perceptions 
of input speech rate and difficulty

Another of the main reasons for input difficulty in interpreting, pointed out 
once and again by professionals, also stems from inputs with low orality, that 
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is, read source speeches delivered with awkward prosody (Cooper et al. 1982; 
Lee 1999; AIIC 2002). As found by Déjean Le Féal (1978, 1982), even if such 
speech rates are not necessarily higher, they are perceived as being faster. 
This is due to a cluster of concomitant factors, such as the tempo of read 
delivery modes, few and short pauses, and unclear pitch excursions. In this 
sense, it would be advisable to remember what Setton (1999, 2005) stated 
on the maximising role of prosodic features and their contribution to more 
effective interpreting. Thus, intonation plays a procedural role when it comes 
to retrieving and accessing relevant information (Setton 2005). Setton also 
points out that inputs encode information of two different kinds, conceptual 
information and procedural information, and how the latter provides instruc-
tions so that conceptual features are properly processed. A major marker of 
procedural information is the intonation pattern of an input. More, and more 
effective, pragmatic procedural markers involve less processing effort and less 
interpreting difficulty, as intonation directs interpreters to the most relevant 
contents in a message. Prosodic expressiveness is concurrent with speech rate 
and therefore reduces the negative impact of high speech rate, as proved by 
Déjean Le Féal (1978, 1980). These considerations reinforce the need for a 
new approach to speech rate analysis, which should necessarily be related to 
other features acting as markers of procedural effectiveness (Setton 2005).

Read inputs are usually characterised by a rather ineffective pausing 
pattern, a lack of logical segmentation and rather flat pitch contours, with 
little or no oscillation (see Figures 3 and 4). This characterisation does not 
help signal semantic salience and emphasis. More oral inputs, however, may 
be faster, but also display higher impact in terms of communication and a 
prosodic characterisation able to reduce and offset perceptions of speech rate 
and difficulty. The interaction between the non-verbal dimension and orality 
is clear, since, as stated by Enkvist (1982: 16): “paraverbal and non verbal 
actions affect the text”.

These paralinguistic effects are a by-product of the choice made by speakers 
along the orality continuum. Still, we added an interpersonal feature derived 
from speakers’ involvement with the message and listeners (Alexieva 1999). 
This variable determines more expressive, more oral delivery modes as a result 
of higher interpersonal involvement and vice versa. In Alexieva’s view (1999: 
156), the degree of speaker interpersonal involvement – “non-involvement/
involvement” – must be regarded as a criterion enhancing orality and interpret-
ing difficulty. This factor can turn any delivery mode into a more accessible, 
more communicative input or, conversely, into a less involved, less commu-
nicative input. Thus, inputs displaying higher interpersonal involvement and 
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higher prosodic expressiveness and orality show a clearer, more logical seg-
mentation pattern, based on pauses marking boundaries between grammatical 
units (beginning and end of utterances), more dynamic pitch excursions, and 
a more variable intensity span – all of which makes it possible to highlight 
passages of greater semantic salience and emphasis (Iglesias Fernández 2010). 
In turn, these features influence text content and increase orality.

4. Perception of difficulty and expert judgements

With a view to the operationalisation of the perception of input difficulty 
derived from high speech rate, input speech rate was analysed as a factor within 
a myriad of prosodic features related to orality and speakers’ interpersonal 
involvement, concomitant to the delivery mode. To avoid the bias that could 
be introduced in this study by the researcher, who selected the material and 
was repeatedly exposed to it, the opinion of expert participants who gave their 
perceptions of the difficulty of the sample inputs was collected.

Experts or semi-experts are consistently employed in interpreting studies 
(Dam 2001) and difficulty studies (Liu & Chiu 2009). Expert judgements 
have been used as holistic measurements to compare more quantifiable meas-
urements. Therefore, we enlisted the help of experienced SI professionals 
and of interpreting teachers who were well familiar with input selection for 
summative assessment purposes. Each group of subjects has a considerably 
homogeneous profile in terms of training and professional activity.

5. Towards more objective measurements of input speech rate. A proposal 
for the operationalisation of speech rate

It is widely thought, also in studies on interpreting difficulty, that input speech 
rate can be easily controlled, and that the thresholds proposed in the literature 
(Seleskovitch 1965; Gerver 2002) are a benchmark to measure this factor and 
set difficulty thresholds. Nevertheless, analyses of the non-verbal dimension in 
SI in which complex interactions between features are observed (Collados Aís 
1998; Pradas Macías 2003; Collados Aís et al. 2007; Iglesias Fernández 2007), 
and, more specifically, studies on the impact of speech rate on SI (Iglesias 
Fernández 2010) show that those thresholds and supposed certainties should 
be re-examined.

Given the considerations on the subjective perception of speech rate and its 
high dependence on delivery modes (Déjean Le Féal 1978, 1982), we measured 
input speech rate in SI in relation to a variety of delivery formats. Therefore, 
the input classification in interpreting proposed by Pöchhacker (1994b: 237) 
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(see Table 1) was employed, a classification comprising delivery modes and 
degrees of pre-planning. It is a comprehensive classification, as it includes the 
delivery mode, which can be: a) written, semi-impromptu or impromptu; and 
the extent to which text content relies on writing b): written to be read or print 
manuscript; written for oral presentation or scripted manuscript; a plan or 
notes; and a mental plan. Another variant, which is difficult to prove but can 
nevertheless be present in inputs, was included by the author, c) pre-planning: 
read; presented; preconceived and impromptu.

Text delivery profile
Pre-planning

Delivery mode Delivery style

+ +

Read
Presented

Preconceived
Extemporaneous

MS (print)
MS (speech)

Notes
Mental plan

- -

Table 1. Delivery mode classification (Pöchhacker 1994b: 237)

We added another key factor to this typology, as it influences characteri-
sations of source speech delivery: speakers’ involvement with the message 
and listeners (Alexieva 1999: 156). Higher interpersonal involvement entails 
more accessible, more communicative inputs or, in our terminology, more 
listener-oriented inputs. Otherwise, inputs display less interpersonal, less 
communicative involvement with listeners (message-oriented inputs) (Iglesias 
Fernández 2015). Although this factor is applied by Alexieva to dialogic inter-
preting contexts, we thought that it was ideally suited to monologic and 
semi-dialogic contexts as well. It could be argued that inputs delivered in 
plenary sessions at the EP are monologic, but many of the inputs analysed 
in the ECIS corpus (2004) are indeed oral replies to previous speeches and 
remarks (Iglesias Fernández 2010) and, to a certain extent, could be regarded 
as dialogic.

Besides the categories employed by Pöchhacker (1994b), speakers’ inter-
personal involvement (Alexieva 1999) was added. The final classification is 
shown below.
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Speech delivery profiles

+ + + +

PRE-PLANNING
DELIVERY 

MODE AND 
EXPRESSIVENESS

EXPRESSIVENESS 
AND 

INTERPERSONAL 
INVOLVEMENT

DELIVERY STYLE

Pre-planned and 
rehearsed

Pre-planned
Not pre-planned

Impromptu

Read
Presented

Extemporaneous

High involvement
Medium 

involvement
Low involvement
No involvement

Print manuscript
Scripted manuscript

Plan or notes
Mental plan

- - -

Table 2. Analysis criteria for classifying delivery mode, delivery style, expressiveness and 
speakers’ interpersonal involvement

6. Methodology

6.1. The material

The ECIS corpus (2004) comprises 28 inputs and their SI delivered in a plenary 
session at the EP in 2003, mainly dealing with the EU’s involvement in the Iraq 
war, although other topics addressed included structural funds, funding and 
other procedural matters. ECIS is a four-language (English, French, German 
and Spanish) interpreting corpus, comprising broadcasts of 28 speakers and 
15 interpreters from EbS (Europe by Satellite), the European channel. These 
inputs were recorded on four TV and video receivers with satellite decoders. 
The ECIS corpus (2004) is part of a larger research project studying the impact 
of verbal and non-verbal quality features on SI users’ quality perceptions and 
assessments (Collados Aís et al. 2007, 2011).

The English input sub-corpus, for its part, is made up of 12 inputs delivered 
by British and Irish MEPs, 11 men and one woman. Out of these 12, six were 
selected and classified into two groups according to their acoustic congruency: 
similar in terms of prosodic expressiveness, speech rate, delivery mode, inter-
personal involvement and degree of specialisation. For specialisation, however, 
it was very difficult to keep a certain consistency.

It is interesting to note that, after inputs were listened to once and then 
viewed, participants identified sub-categories within the read delivery mode 
(different ways of reading speeches aloud). Some speakers, experienced in 
speech delivery, were so expressive that, if their recorded speech was not 
viewed, it was not perceived as having been read aloud at all. The utterances 
and textual features of the speech were indeed more typical of inputs read 
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aloud from a print manuscript – their natural delivery and acoustic charac-
terisation , however, were more characteristic of presented inputs. These were 
called semi-presented or semi-read inputs from a print or scripted manuscript, 
according to interpersonal involvement and orality. In some cases, speakers 
also kept eye contact. Therefore, pitch contour and intensity span in these 
inputs showed more oscillations and were more dynamic. Besides, more and 
longer pauses were identified, marking boundaries between grammatical units, 
separation of ideas or semantic salience. We established that the read delivery 
mode appeared to be much less monolithic and more complex, and these 
sub-categories were added to the classification table (Table 3). As we could 
not access speakers’ judgements on the degree of pre-planning, we decided to 
remove this category. The resulting table would be as follows:

+ + +

DELIVERY MODE AND 
EXPRESSIVENESS

EXPRESSIVENESS 
AND INTERPERSONAL 

INVOLVEMENT
DELIVERY STYLE

Read
Semi-read

Semi-presented
Presented

Extemporaneous

Very high involvement
High involvement
Low involvement

Very low involvement
No involvement

Print manuscript
Scripted manuscript

Plan or notes
Mental plan

Table 3. Analysis criteria for classifying delivery mode, delivery style, expressiveness and 
speakers’ interpersonal involvement

The first English-language input cluster comprises three fast speeches, con-
sidering the existing comfort threshold (Seleskovitch 1965; Gerver 2002) 
and the average speech rate observed for EP inputs (de Manuel Jerez 2006; 
Bendazolli & Sandrelli 2005). The speech rates of these fast inputs were the 
following: Speech 1 (187.89 wpm); Speech 2 (177.60 wpm) and Speech 3 
(170 wpm). Speech 1 was impromptu from a mental plan, Speeches 2 and 3 
were read aloud, since these texts had features more typical of inputs written 
to be read or print manuscripts than of oral texts. However, major differences 
were observed between these two inputs in terms of orality and expressive-
ness. Thus, Speech 2 was considered semi-presented, and Speech 3, semi-read. 
Both Speech 2 and Speech 3 displayed hybrid features of read delivery and 
orality. Speaker 1 frequently delivered apparently memorised passages looking 
at the camera. Differences between Speeches 2 and 3, although subtle, were 
confirmed after PRAAT-based prosodic analysis. These three inputs can be 
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considered semi-specialised because they all deal with specific issues, such as 
nomenclatures of weapons and other proper names in connection either with 
the Iraq war or with SME funding, but in any case, familiar to the audience.

The second input cluster is made up of three slow inputs if compared to 
the previous speeches, and also considering the average speech rate throughout 
that session at the EP, which was approximately 160 wpm. All slow inputs were 
delivered in the read mode with the following speech rates: Speech 4 (141.00 
wpm), Speech 5 (147.56 wpm) and Speech 6 (163.20 wpm). Speech 6 would 
be a borderline slow input. The three inputs were read aloud from print man-
uscripts and can be considered semi-specialised for the above reasons.

The average input length in both clusters did not exceed 2.4 minutes, a 
standard length in the context of plenary sessions at the EP.

6.2. Subjects

The study was designed to obtain judgements on speech rate, orality and 
prosodic expressiveness, inherent to the delivery mode, and on speakers’ 
interpersonal involvement, with two input clusters differentiated in terms of 
speech rate, and relate them to experts’ perceptions of difficulty. The popula-
tion sample is small: 11 experts, all women. The first study was undertaken 
at the Universidad de Granada’s Department of Translation and Interpreting 
in 2008. A survey (see Annex 1) was administered to six teachers; many of 
them had a long-standing professional experience, and some are still active. 
The second study was carried out at Zaragoza’s International Centre for Higher 
Agronomical Studies (CIHEAM- IAMZ) in 2013. Five in-house interpreters, 
having worked for the centre for over 25 years, took part.

All subjects interpreted from English into Spanish, their mother tongue, 
except for one of the teachers. She is a foreigner but has been living in Spain 
for more than 20 years.

6.3. The method

One of the challenges when studying the impact of speech rates on percep-
tions of interpreting difficulty lies in the interaction between prosodic features 
associated with the various speech delivery modes. Thus, the experts’ holistic 
perceptions of difficulty were obtained to relate them to the objective acoustic 
measurements of input features mentioned above, measured using PRAAT 
phonetic software.
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The first methodological step was intended to remove the intersubject 
variability which could arise from potential conceptual differences between 
analysis features. To that end, all participants were provided with a list of defi-
nitions of the input features being analysed to establish a conceptual consensus, 
based on which it would be possible to assess the inputs and their features.

The subjects were exposed to the fast and slow inputs in random order. 
At an initial stage, they only listened to the inputs and, once the delivery 
modes were assessed, they viewed all the recorded inputs and speakers for 
reassessment. The sub-categories of the read mode shown in Table 3 derived 
from this activity. Also at this first stage, participants completed a survey after 
listening to each input (see Annex 1). They were asked to rate their percep-
tion of input speech rate and difficulty on a five-point Likert assessment scale 
(from 1 = none to 5 = high). Judgements of perceived difficulty covered the 
following: (a) overall difficulty (due to speech rate, delivery mode, expres-
siveness, orality and interpersonal involvement); and (b) non-verbal features 
concomitant to speech delivery modes such as: quality of non-verbal criteria 
(fluency, accent, clear diction, pleasant voice and dynamic intonation); and (c) 
quality of verbal criteria (logical cohesion, proper style, accurate terminology 
and correct grammar).

7. Results

This study was designed to confirm the hypothesis that the relationship 
between high input speech rate, measured in words/syllables per minute or 
second, and perceptions of higher difficulty was not valid. It was predicted that, 
according to previous studies (Déjean Le Féal 1978, 1982; Iglesias Fernández 
2010), if high input speech rate was concurrent with inputs delivered with 
more oral, more expressive prosodic characterisations and higher speaker inter-
personal involvement, it should not lead to perceptions of higher difficulty. It 
was equally predicted that perceptions of higher difficulty would result, rather, 
from the interaction between various prosodic features concomitant to the read 
delivery mode, lower orality and lower speaker interpersonal involvement. 
This first hypothesis made us predict that participants would consider very 
fast but more expressive, more oral, more engaged inputs to be easier than 
slow but less involved, less expressive inputs. The latter would be regarded 
as being more difficult, despite being much slower. Furthermore, the analysis 
was also intended to test whether the read delivery mode was always associated 
with perceptions of higher difficulty, unlike others, such as the semi-presented, 
semi-read and impromptu delivery modes.
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One of the most telling findings resulted from the identification of several 
sub-categories within the read delivery modes, for inputs read aloud both from 
print manuscripts and from more oral scripted manuscripts. Although in the 
many EP corpus-based studies it is systematically stated that read speeches are 
the most common inputs in that context (Ardito 1999; Vuorikoski 2004), and 
therefore difficult to interpret (Ĉeňková 1998; AIIC 2002: 116), the subjects 
of our study detected various degrees of expressiveness and orality within 
the read input category, which, consequently, would not be that monolithic; 
instead, the category would range within a continuum. Participants identi-
fied different levels of prosodic expressiveness and orality in these written 
inputs, which nevertheless displayed hybrid characteristics along a continuum 
ranging from written to oral delivery features. These sub-categories along 
the delivery mode continuum seemed to be related to factors such as the 
following: a) greater pre-planning; b) higher interpersonal involvement with 
the message and listeners; and c) communication skills able to incorporate 
features of higher prosodic expressiveness, characteristic of oral presentations, 
in written texts.

7.1. Teachers’ perceptions of speech rate and difficulty for the cluster of fast, 
prosodically expressive, oral, involved inputs (listener-oriented inputs)

The teachers’ perceptions for the fast input cluster show that, when listened 
to for the first time, without access to the speaker’s image, they did not think 
that any of the three inputs had been read aloud, but neither did they when 
the inputs were listened to for a second time, being able to see the speaker’s 
image (see Table 4). For all of them it was obvious that Speech 1 (187.89 wpm) 
was impromptu, based on a mental plan and delivered with high interpersonal 
involvement. In spite of its extremely high speech rate, it was considered not too 
fast. Speech 2 (177.60 wpm), in their view, was a pre-planned text, with features 
typical of print manuscripts; still, they did not consider that it was a read input, 
but a semi-presented, more oral, more expressive, more engaged input. Speech 
3 (170.00 wpm) was also thought to be pre-planned, but, instead of read aloud, 
semi-read from a print manuscript, i.e. less expressive, less oral, less involved 
than the previous input. The teachers perceived these fast inputs as being 
relatively difficult. The inputs were described as expressive and involved, as it 
was evident that speakers wished to reach their audience, although to varying 
degrees of orality and involvement. These speakers intended to get across their 
view on the stories they were telling, connect with MEPs and, particularly, with 
those their inputs were addressed to. To that end they, to various extents, kept 
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eye contact and made gestures. This behaviour was observed particularly in 
Speeches 1 and 2. These inputs have been defined as listener-oriented (Iglesias 
Fernández 2015).

As expected, the six teachers perceived that these fast, more expressive 
inputs were less difficult than the slower, less expressive inputs. Although the 
speech rate of Speech 3 was lower than that of Speech 2, they thought that 
Speech 3 was faster (3 out of 5 for Speech 3; 2 out of 5 for Speech 2). This 
perception of speech rate for Speech 3 was determined by less visual contact, 
fewer pauses and less dynamic pitch contour (3) as opposed to Speech 2 (4). 
Both inputs were semi-specialised, but the teachers considered that Speech 2 
was more specialised (4) than Speech 3 (low specialisation) (2). Perceptions for 
Speech 1 were markedly different, as was the perception of its delivery. The 
scores awarded by the teachers were very high for its delivery mode, expres-
siveness and interpersonal involvement (5), and despite being the fastest input 
within this cluster (187.98 wpm), speech rate was perceived as being very 
low (2); the input itself was considered of average difficulty (3) and very low 
specialisation (1). The personal and emotional subject matter and high expres-
siveness of Speech 1 may have been a factor in its perception as an input of 
very low difficulty (1).

If the average ratings received by these three fast inputs for the quality of 
their prosodic and language features are observed, it can be concluded that, 
according to the teachers, these inputs were hearer-friendly (Setton 2005). 
This is the case for the average scores of the three speeches for excellent logical 
cohesion (5), followed by considerably proper style (4), and considerably correct 
grammar (4). Speech 1, however, did not receive these outstanding average 
ratings for language quality, as it got very low average scores for correct grammar 
(2), which was highly unstable. As predicted, the scores awarded by the 
teachers for prosodic characterisation were particularly high for these inputs, 
especially Speeches 2 and 3. Factors such as fluency and accent obtained very 
high average scores (5), which were considerably high in the case of dynamic 
intonation (5 and 4), clear diction (5 and 3) and pleasant voice (5 and 3). For 
Speech 1, however, the average score for clear diction was considerably lower 
(3), which could be explained by its vehement and impromptu delivery (see 
Table 4).
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+ mental 
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2

177.60 semi-
presented
+ print 
manuscript
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3
170.00 semi-read 

+ scripted 
manuscript
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Table 4. Teachers’ average perceptions for fast, prosodically expressive, involved inputs 
(listener-oriented inputs) (1 = none and 5 = high)

These holistic perceptions of the fast, highly oral, highly expressive, highly 
involved inputs were compared with the objective acoustic measurements 
using PRAAT software (see Figures 1 and 2). It is observed that very fast 
speakers achieved to convey higher orality and interpersonal involvement by 
means of various strategies. They kept more eye contact with listeners, their 
pitch span modulation was more dynamic and, consequently, their pitch span 
was wider. The pausing pattern was also effective, with more, longer pauses, 
marking boundaries between grammatical units. This helped them more clearly 
signal semantic salience and emphasis. In the following figures, the acoustic 
measurement recorded for one of the prototypical inputs of this group (Speech 
2) is shown:
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Figure 1. Speech 2, fast, semi-presented (print manuscript), high prosodic 
expressiveness, high orality, high interpersonal involvement

Figure 2. Speech 2, fast, semi-presented (print manuscript), high prosodic 
expressiveness, high orality, high interpersonal involvement
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The columns of the figure show that pauses are long and distribute infor-
mation into consistent groups. The degree of interpersonal involvement of 
certain lexical elements has been highlighted in italics so that they can be 
linked to more pitch excursions within the contour. Pitch span is very wide, 
oscillating between 80 Hz and 243 Hz, when the speaker wants to emphasise 
the semantic importance of the message. Intensity also oscillates and is mod-
ulated between 57 dB and 81 dB. The columns showing periods of silence 
indicate very long and numerous silent pauses, located at the beginning and 
end of utterances.

7.2. Interpreters’ versus teachers’ perceptions of input and difficulty for the 
cluster of fast, prosodically expressive, oral, involved inputs (listener-oriented 
inputs)

The interpreters’ perception of difficulty is slightly different from the teachers’ 
perception for these fast inputs (see Table 5). While the teachers considered 
that Speeches 2 (177.60 wpm) and 3 (170.00 wpm) were quite difficult (4 out 
of 5), they were of average difficulty (3) according to the interpreters. The 
perceptions of both groups did coincide for Speech 1 (187.89 wpm), consid-
ered of average difficulty (3). As for perceptions of speech rate, both groups 
showed similarities, particularly for Speech 1, perceived as rather slow (2). 
This fact surprised us, as it is the input with the highest speech rate and has 
very few pauses. The subjects did not disagree on the speech rate of Speech 
3, considered moderate (3). Speech 2, the second fastest input (177.60 wpm), 
recorded the most differences between participants. The teachers thought 
that it was quite slow (2), whereas for the interpreters its speech rate was 
moderate (3). Perceptions of delivery mode, expressiveness and interpersonal 
involvement were also similar in both groups, but more so for Speech 1 than 
for Speeches 2 and 3. All participants considered Speech 1 to be impromptu. 
The interpreters’ perceptions were not homogeneous for Speech 2, perceived 
as semi-impromptu and, sometimes, semi-read (4 out of 6 interpreters) and 
impromptu (1 out of 6 interpreters). No consensus was reached among the 
subjects for the delivery mode, expressiveness and interpersonal involvement 
of Speech 3. The teachers thought that this was a semi-read input (scripted 
manuscript); conversely, the interpreters’ views on this input were diverse: 
three professionals perceived it as a semi-presented input (print manuscript) 
and two interpreters thought that they had listened to a read speech based 
on a print manuscript.
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The interpreters’ favourable perceptions of expressiveness and interpersonal 
involvement for the fast inputs were consistent with their average scores for 
their language quality. Speech 2 obtained excellent average scores for logical 
cohesion, proper style and correct grammar (5 out of 5). The scores received 
by Speech 3 were excellent for correct grammar (5) and very good for logical 
cohesion and proper style (4). The teachers’ average scores for the language 
quality of these inputs were lower: averages for logical cohesion, proper style 
and correct grammar were quite good (4) at most, in contrast to the interpreters’ 
excellent average (5), except for the logical cohesion of Speech 3, which got a 
higher score from the teachers (5: teachers; 4: interpreters). The exception was 
Speech 1, with highly favourable ratings from the teachers for logical cohesion 
and accurate terminology (5 and 4), while the scores from the interpreters were 
lower (3 and 1).

As for perceptions of quality and expressiveness of prosodic features, all sub-
jects gave very high average scores for dynamic intonation, fluency and pleasant 
voice. A slight difference, however, was observed among the interpreters, whose 
perceptions were not so generous. Specifically, they perceived the delivery of 
Speech 2 as being quite fluent (4), whereas the teachers considered that it was 
very fluent (5). A similar pattern is observed for dynamic intonation (4: inter-
preters; 5: teachers) and pleasant voice (4: interpreters; 5: teachers). Speech 
3 achieved lower scores than Speech 2, and the average ratings it received 
from the teachers were also higher. Thus, in the teachers’ view, its dynamic 
intonation and pleasant voice were quite good (4); according to the interpreters, 
these features were average (3). In terms of fluency, all thought that Speech 2 
was quite fluent (4). Something similar happened with the perceptions of clear 
diction and accent for Speech 3, with higher scores from the teachers (3) than 
from the interpreters (2). Speech 3 also received lower average scores from the 
interpreters for dynamic intonation (3: interpreters; 4: teachers) and pleasant 
voice (3: interpreters; 4: teachers). This pattern was also observed in Speech 1, 
whose fluency (3) was considered average (3) by the interpreters and excellent 
(5) by the teachers.
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impromptu

+ mental plan
5 1 3 3 4 1 2 3 5 5 5 2 5

2 177.60

semi-impromptu to 
semi-read

+ print manuscript (4 
interpr.) impromptu (1 

int.)

4
5

3 3 5 5 4 5 4 5 5 4 3 4

3 170.00

semi-presented
+ print manuscript (3 

interpr.) read + scripted 
manuscript (2 int.)

4
3

2 3 4 4 4 5 4 2 2 3 3 3

Table 5. Interpreters’ average perception for fast, prosodically expressive, involved inputs 
(listener-oriented inputs) (1 = none to 5 = high)

7.3. Teachers’ perception of speech rate and difficulty for slow, less prosodically 
expressive, less oral, less involved inputs (message-oriented inputs)

All teachers agreed that the slow inputs were very difficult, particularly Speech 
4 (141.10 wpm) (5 out of 5) and Speech 5 (147.52 wpm) (5) and, to a lesser 
extent, Speech 6 (163.20 wpm) (3). There is a remarkable lack of correspond-
ence between the perceptions of high difficulty for Speeches 4 and 5 (5) and 
their scores indicating very low speech rate (2). The relationship between the 
lower difficulty of Speech 6 (3) and the average speech rate (3) perceived for 
this input is more consistent. The teachers’ perceptions of input difficulty for 
these speeches are remarkably consistent with their unfavourable perceptions 
for the delivery mode, lower orality, expressiveness and interpersonal involvement 
of these speakers (see Table 6). Thus, the perceptions that Speech 4 had a read 
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delivery mode (print manuscript) led to an extremely low average for these 
features (1). This pattern was also observed in Speech 5, which was equally 
considered a read input (print manuscript), with a delivery mode perceived as 
being of very low expressiveness and orality (1). Although these speeches were 
slow in terms of words per minute, the scores for the difficulty of Speeches 4 
and 5 were very high. As for Speech 6, it was considered a read input, but more 
oral and expressive than the previous ones, as it was thought to be a scripted 
manuscript, which explains why, in the teachers’ view, it was only of moderate 
difficulty (3). The fact that Speech 6 obtained a slightly higher average score for 
delivery mode, expressiveness and interpersonal involvement was not surprising 
(2: Speech 6; 1: Speeches 4 and 5). High logical cohesion and higher syntactic 
and grammatical stability are typical of written texts (Enkvist 1982), which 
is reflected in the scores for this cluster of inputs written to be read (print 
manuscript), as their language features were rated higher than those of the 
semi-read, semi-presented or impromptu source speeches of the fast input cluster. 
Consequently, the teachers’ perceptions were excellent for the logical cohesion 
and terminology of Speeches 4 and 5 (5 and 5), and quite high for Speech 6 (4 
and 3). High grammatical stability was perceived in all three inputs (5).

Given that the teachers considered that Speeches 4 and 5 had a read and 
presented (print manuscript) delivery mode, they seemed to detect features 
which were more characteristic of written language. Therefore, their perceptions 
were lower in terms of non-verbal expressiveness, orality and interpersonal 
involvement, which led to low average scores for their prosodic features. Voice 
intonation and pleasantness were penalised with very low averages, as reading 
aloud inputs written to be read and printed reduces expressiveness and leads 
to an awkward intonation pattern. Particularly harsh were their perceptions of 
intonation: very monotonous (2: Speeches 4 and 5) and somewhat monotonous 
(3: Speech 6), and pleasant voice: not too pleasant (2: Speech 4) and moderately 
pleasant (3: Speech 5). The same happened with their perceptions of clear 
diction and accent for Speech 4, the least involved speech in this cluster, and 
also the one in which the read delivery mode was most obvious, with very poor 
diction and very thick non-native accent (2). Scores for the prosodic expressive-
ness of Speech 6 were expected to be somewhat higher and, in fact, it received 
higher averages from the teachers for dynamic intonation (3; 2: Speeches 4 
and 5) and fluency (4; 4 and 3: Speeches 4 and 5 respectively). This could be 
ascribed to more prominent oral features and natural prosody in Speech 6, as 
it was considered a read input, although based on a scripted manuscript. The 
speaker did not keep eye contact and her pauses were few, short and arbitrary, 
but the input was perceived as having been rehearsed out loud and made oral. 
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The high average scores for the fluency of these three speeches (4, 3 and 4) 
were indeed striking. Due to the lack of delivery disfluencies (or false starts, 
hesitation or filled pauses), the subjects apparently conceptualised fluency as 
a lack of disfluency rather than as continuous, smooth speech delivery, which 
was not the case for these inputs.
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4 141.10
read + not pre-planned 

+ print manuscript
1 5 5 5 2 5 5 4 2 2 2 2 2

5 147.52
read + not pre-planned 

+ print manuscript
1 5 5 5 3 5 5 3 5 4 3 2 2

6 163.20
read + scripted 

manuscript
2 2 3 4 3 3 5 4 4 4 3 3 3

Table 6. Teachers’ average perceptions for slow, less expressive, less oral, less involved 
inputs (message-oriented inputs) (1 = none and 5 = high)

As observed in the figures below, taken from the PRAAT-based analysis for an 
excerpt from Speech 4, prototypical of the slow input cluster, read aloud from 
a print manuscript, with low interpersonal involvement and expressiveness 
(see Figures 3 and 4), there were fewer pitch excursions, with a narrower 
pitch span than that of the input analysed above (see Figures 1 and 2); from 
98 to 173 Hz. The intensity span recorded is also narrower: from 62 to 80 dB. 
The intonation pattern is flatter and faster, with many fewer, much shorter 
pauses. This can be compared by looking at the columns, indicating silences. 
Speakers who deployed this kind of prosodic features due to their low interper-
sonal involvement and the poor prosodic expressiveness derived from the read 
delivery mode were classified as message-oriented (Iglesias Fernández 2015).
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Figure 3. Speech 4, slow, read (print manuscript), low prosodic expressiveness, low 
orality, very low interpersonal involvement.

Figure 4. Speech 4, slow, read (print manuscript), low prosodic expressiveness, low 
orality, very low interpersonal involvement.
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7.4. Interpreters’ vs teachers’ perceptions of speech rate and difficulty for the 
cluster of slow, less prosodically expressive, less oral, less involved inputs 
(message-oriented inputs)

The interpreters consistently perceived the slow, read inputs with low expres-
siveness and from low to very low interpersonal involvement as being faster and 
more difficult than the inputs in the previous cluster. These perceptions were 
also shared by the teachers, although to varying degrees. It is again observed 
that difficulty perceptions for these speeches are not consistent with the way 
their speech rates were perceived. Although the interpreters considered that 
these three inputs were slower than those in the previous cluster (moderate 
speech rate, 3 out of 5), the interpreters thought that they were quite difficult 
(4: Speeches 4 and 6) and moderately difficult (3: Speech 5). This stands in 
contrast to the teachers’ more favourable perceptions of Speeches 4 and 5 (quite 
slow, 2 points), and Speech 6 (moderate speech rate, 3 points), who surprisingly 
described them as very difficult (5: Speeches 4 and 5) and moderately difficult 
(3: Speech 6). Both groups converged on the perception that two of the read, 
apparently more oral inputs, namely Speeches 5 and 6, were less difficult. While, 
according to the interpreters, Speech 5 was the least difficult input and had 
moderate speech rate (3) and moderate difficulty (3), the teachers considered 
that Speech 6 was the least difficult input (3) and had moderate speech rate (3).

Overall, the professional interpreters had a more favourable perception of 
most features for these inputs, especially for delivery mode, expressiveness, 
orality and interpersonal involvement. Even though most subjects considered 
that Speech 4 was a read input (print manuscript) (all teachers and three 
interpreters), two interpreters thought that it was hybrid: a semi-impromptu 
speech (print manuscript). This was also the case for Speech 6, considered a 
read input by all subjects except one; an interpreter, though, perceived higher 
orality and expressiveness (semi-impromptu, scripted manuscript). Another 
substantial difference between both groups was observed in their judgments 
on Speech 5, perceived as a read input (print manuscript) by all teachers but 
as a semi-presented input (print manuscript) by all interpreters.

Another remarkable finding was the gap observed in perceptions of deliv-
ery mode: all interpreters thought that these were read inputs, displaying low 
expressiveness, low orality and low interpersonal involvement, but their average 
scores for their language features were favourable. A high average for their 
logical cohesion and correct grammar was expected, as inputs written to be read 
tend to have a more logical structure and higher syntactic and grammatical 
stability (Enkvist 1982). These expectations were confirmed (see Table 7): 
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high logical cohesion (4 and 5: Speeches 4 and 5) and moderate logical cohesion 
(3: Speech 6), and excellent grammar (5 and 5: Speeches 4 and 5) and rather 
correct grammar (3: Speech 6). Consistently, the teachers’ perceptions of these 
language features were higher than the interpreters’ perceptions: excellent 
logical cohesion (5: Speeches 4 and 5), excellent grammar (5: Speeches 4, 5 and 
6); excellent terminology (5: Speeches 4 and 5) and rather accurate terminology 
(3: Speech 6). Likewise, for Speech 4, the interpreters’ scores for language 
quality were lower than those given by the teachers, with a rather improper 
style (2 interpreters) and rather accurate terminology (3 interpreters). The 
interpreters and the teachers did agree that the very improper style of the three 
inputs should be rated lower (2, 3 and 3: teachers; 2, 3 and 3: interpreters). 
As for Speech 5, considered to be a semi-presented, more expressive input, it 
received high scores from the interpreters and the teachers for its excellent 
logical cohesion (5) and excellent grammar (5), but it got a lower score for its 
rather proper style (3). Nevertheless, both groups disagreed over its terminol-
ogy, considered not too accurate (2) by the interpreters and excellent (5) by 
the teachers.

In general, according to the teachers, the slow, read inputs were slower 
and much more difficult than in the interpreters’ view. In fact, the teachers 
penalised the poor prosodic expressiveness of these inputs. Their percep-
tions of fluency for Speeches 4, 5, 6 were lower than the interpreters’ (4, 3, 
4: teachers; 5, 5, 4: interpreters). This pattern is repeated, mutatis mutandis, 
for clear diction (2, 4, 4: teachers; 2, 5, 5: interpreters), dynamic intonation 
(1, 4, 3: teachers; 2, 2, 3: interpreters) and, to a lesser extent, for pleasant 
voice (2, 3, 3: teachers; 2, 5, 4: interpreters). The interpreters’ perceptions of 
dynamic intonation for these inputs were remarkably inconsistent, as there 
was high disparity between the scores they gave – dynamic intonation (1, 4, 3: 
Speeches 4, 5, 6) –. From a thorough analysis of the average scores awarded 
by all subjects of both groups to the low prosodic expressiveness and low 
interpersonal involvement of these slow, read (print manuscripts) inputs, 
it can be inferred that they are perceived as being hearer-unfriendly (Setton 
2005), or message-oriented according to our terminology. The exception is 
again found in fluency, highly rated by both groups. This perception, so distant 
from other prosodic features, could be due to conceptual differences for this 
feature, as stated above.
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4 141.10

read + print 
manuscript (3 int.) 
semi-impromptu + 
print manuscript (2 

int.)

2
3

2
3

4 4
2
3

2
3

5 5 3 2 2 3 1

5 147.52
semi-presented

+ print manuscript
4

1
2

3 5 3 2 5 5 5 5 5 3 4

6 163.20

read + print 
manuscript (4 int.) 
semi-impromptu

+ scripted 
manuscript (1

int.)

3
4

3 4 3 3 4 3 4 5 5 4 3 3

Table 7. Interpreters’ average perceptions for slow, less expressive, less oral, less involved 
inputs (hearer-unfriendly inputs) (1 = none to 5 = high)

8. Discussion

In this study we intended to obtain the perceptions of difficulty derived from 
input speech rate from a sample of six interpreting teachers and five profes-
sional interpreters. Six EP source speeches (three very fast, three very slow) 
were viewed. We tried to determine that perceptions of higher difficulty would 
not necessarily be related to higher speech rates, and that perceptions of lower 
difficulty would not always correspond to slower inputs. These two hypoth-
eses were confirmed, as high speech rates did not correlate with perceptions 
of higher difficulty when this feature was concurrent with expressive, oral 
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delivery modes due to higher speaker interpersonal involvement. These inputs 
were described as listener-oriented, and the other inputs, as message-oriented.

It was established that judgements on difficulty associated with speech rate 
were based on the interaction between speech rate and a myriad of prosodic 
features derived from speakers’ interpersonal involvement. Holistic perceptions 
were confirmed by acoustic measurements: fast inputs, perceived as being less 
difficult, corresponded to favourable average scores for expressive prosody 
and orality. Slow, read inputs, considered to be more difficult, displayed less 
dynamic, less oral prosody. It is true that these slow, less expressive inputs 
received higher scores for language quality than the previous cluster, as they 
were written inputs displaying higher cohesion and higher syntactic and gram-
matical stability. Conversely, the average scores for their prosodic features 
were very low, especially for intonation and voice, as the intonation pattern 
is awkward in read inputs. Scores were slightly higher for Speech 6, the least 
monotonous, most involved source speech within the slow, read input cluster. 
The fact that these inputs were perceived as fluent was striking and ascribed to 
conceptualisation differences.

Although all subjects converged on perceptions of higher difficulty for 
less expressive, less involved inputs, and of lower difficulty for more expres-
sive, more involved inputs, interpreters’ and teachers’ judgements differ. The 
former considered that very fast, very expressive inputs were faster but of 
average difficulty; according to the teachers, however, these were slower but 
quite difficult. As for the slow, less expressive inputs, their speech rate and 
difficulty were higher for the interpreters than they were for the teachers. 
The fact that the interpreters were daily exposed to this kind of inputs and 
deployed strategies to offset their effects could have been a factor in their 
more realistic judgements.

The study also questions the widespread notion that read inputs based 
on written texts are difficult, as a continuum ranging from higher to lower 
expressiveness was identified within the read input (print manuscript) category. 
Two sub-categories – semi-presented and semi-read – were identified and several 
degrees of difficulty assigned. The delivery of these read inputs was so natural 
that they would have been regarded as presented source speeches if no image 
had been available. The results also point out that impromptu inputs in this 
context can be very difficult, contrary to the common belief that these inputs 
are not difficult, which makes them suitable for teaching.
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9. Conclusion

As the population sample of this study is too small to generalise, the results 
are presented as provisional. These results would point out that speech rate 
measured in terms of words/syllables per minute/second does not appear to 
be a reliable indicator of interpreting difficulty, as there was a consistent lack 
of correspondence between perceptions of higher difficulty and higher input 
speech rates. In other words, very fast, expressive, oral, involved inputs were 
perceived as being less difficult than slower, less expressive, less involved 
inputs. Perceptions of higher difficulty would depend rather on the presence 
of a cluster of speech rate and not too expressive prosodic features due to 
speakers’ low interpersonal involvement. With due caution, we propose that it 
is necessary to question the validity of words/minute or syllables/second counts 
to measure speech rate, and that it should be measured also considering the 
prosodic features concomitant to speakers’ attitudes, present in delivery modes. 
To that end, it would be advisable to employ phonetic IT tools to better assess 
the interaction between speech rate and other prosodic features which offset 
or maximise it. This would solve the problematic use of subjective, descriptive 
and not too rigorous labels such as “high, average, low” speech rate and “high, 
average, low” difficulty.

These data would also reveal that read delivery modes are not monolithic 
or always hard to interpret, as they comprise a continuum of sub-categories 
with various degrees of expressiveness, orality, pre-planning and involvement. 
In this sense, impromptu inputs, if delivered with rather ineffective procedural 
prosody, could be more difficult than initially expected.

The results also show intersubject perceptive differences, as the inter-
preters’ average scores were much more realistic than those awarded by the 
teachers. This is possibly due to their usual contact with fast, expressive inputs 
and slow, less expressive inputs. This would suggest that it is necessary to 
select assessment material once it has been interpreted, not based on subjective 
perceptions after listening to it; otherwise a common difficulty level would not 
be guaranteed for all candidates. More corpus-based studies of EP inputs are 
needed to reach more robust conclusions. Such studies should therefore repli-
cate our analysis using larger samples and complete it with studies of difficulty 
judgements obtained once inputs have been interpreted. Furthermore, it is 
essential that studies analysing input speech rate and its prosodic interaction 
are completed with analyses of input density in terms of vocabulary, utterances 
and information, as well as of the role of the pragmatic features of the context. 
This would help establish a more rigorous notion of interpreting difficulty and 
its operationalisation.
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ANNEX 1. Survey: perceptions of input speech rate and difficulty

PERCEPTIONS OF SPEECH RATE AND DIFFICULTY

PERCEPTION OF DIFFICULTY
(1: Extremely difficult to 5: Very easy)

Extremely difficult 1 Comments:

Very difficult 2

Slightly difficult 3

Easy 4

Very easy 5

DELIVERY MODE

Read 1 Comments:

Semi-read 2

Semi-presented 3

Presented 4

Impromptu 5

DEGREE OF EXPRESSIVENESS AND INTERPERSONAL INVOLVEMENT

Very low involvement and expressiveness 1 Comments:

Low involvement and expressiveness 2

Moderate involvement and expressiveness 3

High involvement and expressiveness 4

Very high involvement and expressiveness 5

DEGREE OF SPECIALISATION

Very high specialisation 1 Comments:

High specialisation 2

Moderate specialisation 3

Low specialisation 4

No specialisation 5

PLEASE RATE THE FOLLOWING QUALITY CRITERIA

PROPER STYLE
(1: Improper to 5: Proper)
1: Verbose, complex to 5: Direct, simple

1
2
3
4
5

Comments:

LOGICAL COHESION
(1: Low cohesion to 5: High cohesion)
1: Poorly connected ideas to 5: Perfectly 
connected ideas, consistent with what was 
said before

1
2
3
4
5

 Comments:
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FLUENCY
(1: Low fluency to 5; High fluency)
1: Hesitation, filled or silent pauses to 5: 
Continuous delivery

1
2
3
4
5

Comments:

NON-NATIVE ACCENT AND CLEAR 
DICTION
(1: Unintelligible to 5: Intelligible, native or 
almost native)

1
2
3
4
5

Comments:

PLEASANT VOICE and DYNAMIC 
INTONATION
(1: Grating, monotonous to 5: Pleasant voice, 
dynamic intonation)

1
2
3
4
5

Comments:

SPEECH RATE
(1: Too fast or too slow to 5: Proper speech 
rate)

1
2
3
4
5

Comments:

ACCURATE TERMINOLOGY
(1: Too complex, specialised to 5: Not too 
specialised)

1
2
3
4
5

Comments:

CORRECT GRAMMAR
(1: Unstable, non-native grammar to 5: 
Stable grammar, correct structures)

1
2
3
4
5

Comments:

OTHER Comments:
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